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Class #26: Experiment 23 
Diodes 

 
Purpose: The objective of this experiment is to become familiar with the properties and uses of diodes. We will 
experimentally determine the I-V characteristic curve of real diodes. 
 
Background: Before doing this experiment, students should be able to 
• Review online background materials. 
• Build and operate simple circuits on a Protoboard. 
• Measure the voltages and determine the currents using a math channel in simple circuits using M1K board 
• Do a transient (time dependent) simulation of circuits using LTspice 
• Calculate DC power produced and consumed. 
• Review the background for the previous experiments. 
 
Learning Outcomes: Students will be able to 
• Understand the ideal diode model. 
• Approximate the turn-on voltage for a standard diode and an LED 
• Obtain the I-V curve of a real diode 

 
Resources Required: 
• M1K board 
• Alice tools 
• Parts Kit (Resistors, diodes and LEDs, protoboard) 
 
Helpful links for this experiment can be found on the course website under Class #26. 
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Part A – Ideal Diodes 
 
Background 
 
Diodes: An ideal diode is a device that allows current to flow in only one direction.  The symbol of a diode, shown in 
Figure A-1, looks like an arrow that points in the direction of current flow.  The current flows through the diode from 
the anode to the cathode.  The cathode is marked on a real diode by a band, as shown on the ‘right’ side of the diode 
component in Figure A-1. 

 

 
Figure A-1: Circuit Schematic for a Diode and a Diode Component 

 
An important constraint in standard diodes is that current can only flow in one direction, from the anode to the cathode. 
When current is flowing, the diode is considered ‘on’. We can see this visually when we use LEDs (light emitting 
diodes). When current is flowing, the LED is on and we can see colored light emitted from the LED. When the LED 
is ‘off’, no current (or very small) current is flowing. The intensity of light we see in an LED depends on the current, 
larger current corresponds to a brighter LED. 
 
I-V characteristic curve: In order to understand how a diode functions, it is useful to look at a plot of the voltage 
across the diode vs. the current through the diode.  We call this type of curve and I-V characteristic curve. This type 
of curve is very important when studying many types of circuit components, including many types of transistors. If 
we were to create an I-V curve of a resistor, where the current is directly proportional to the voltage (V=IR), we would 
see a straight line with a constant slope of R-1.  When we plot the characteristic curve of an ideal diode (that switches 
on when the voltage across it goes above zero), we see zero current when vD is negative and infinite current as soon 
as vD tries to go positive.  This is shown in Figure A-2.  Note that, when an ideal diode is ‘on’ (the vertical part of the 
plot), it is a short circuit and, therefore, the voltage across the ideal diode when it is on is always zero. Likewise, when 
an ideal diode is ‘off’ (the horizontal part of the plot), the diode is an open circuit and the current must be zero. 

 
Figure A-2: Ideal Diode I-V Curve 

 
There are two observations to make about the plot in Figure A-2. First, the I-V characteristics of a diode are nonlinear, 
ie. the y=mx+b linear equation does not apply to diode. All of the other components we have studied, resistors, 
inductors and capacitors, are linear components when using the appropriate mathematical tools. Diodes and transistors 
are part of a group of components that are nonlinear. This aspect presents complications when analyzing circuits by 
hand or in simulation. A goal in circuit analysis is develop linearly equivalent models, which we will be doing for 
diodes.  
 
The second item to note is that the diode in I-V curve turns ‘on’ at 0V. Real diodes have a turn-on voltage that is 
greater than zero. We can still model the diode using an ideal approximation, but the curve is shifted to the right, as 
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seen in Figure A-3. When the diode is ‘on’, it has a voltage drop from the anode to the cathode of VTurn-on and current 
flows. When the diode voltage is less than VTurn-on, the diode is an open circuit, and not current flows. The voltage 
necessary to turn on the diode depends on the type of semi-conducting material used in fabrication. Standard diodes 
have a turn on voltage in the 0.6-0.8V range. LEDs have turn-on voltage in the 1.8-3.3V range, depending on the 
color. 
 

 
Figure A-3: I-V Curve of an Ideal Diode with a Turn-on Voltage 

 
The ideal model sets the framework for applying a linear approximation to the circuit. If we consider the resistor diode 
circuit in Figure A-4, there are two possible states for the diode. If it is off (VDiode < VTurn-on), then we can replace the 
diode with an open circuit and then analyze the ‘new’ circuit shown in Figure A-5a. Alternatively, if the diode is on, 
then we can replace the diode with a voltage source that has voltage VTurn-on and, again, analyze the ‘new’ circuit 
showin in Figure A-5b.  

 
Figure A-4: Series Diode-Resistor Circuit 

 
Figure A-5: Linear Model for the Diode a) Open Circuit, b) Voltage Source 
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Background 
 

• Implement the circuit shown in Figure A-4, using the 1N914 diode in you parts kit. The diodes look like very 
small resistors (the linked datasheet has a picture), however, they have their part number written on them in 
fairly small print. 

• Starting at 0V and ending at 1.5V, increment the source voltage, Vs, in 0.1V steps and measure the voltage 
across the diode and the resistor (use the Alice Meter-Source tool). As long as the resistor voltage is 0V, 
Ohm’s Law tells us that the current in all component is zero (a series circuit) and the diode is acting like an 
open circuit. When the diode turns on, current flows and we will measure a voltage across the resistor greater 
than zero. 

• At what range of source voltage (between which two steps) did you notice that the diode turned on? Is this 
range consistent with the approximate turn-on voltage for a standard diode indicated on the previous page? 

• For the range where the diode is off, the linear relationship between resistor voltage and source voltage is a 
flat line (slope zero) and the linear relationship between diode voltage and source voltage is one to one (slope 
one). If the range when the diode is on is also linear, then we can revisit a concept from Part B of Experiment 
15 (Class 17) when we found the correlation coefficient of a data set.  For the source and diode voltages in 
the ‘on’ data points, enter your data into Matlab and find the correlation coefficient. Looking at the off-
diagonal terms, comment on whether a linear approximation of the diode is valid. 

• Replace the diode with an LED (any color) in Figure A-4 and again step the source voltage in 0.1V 
increments. Measure the voltage across the resistor and the LED. As above, identify the range of the source 
voltage when the LED turns on. Note, the LED will turn on at a higher voltage than the standard diode, so 
you may want to set your initial source voltage higher than zero. When the LED first turns on (you measure 
a voltage across the resistor greater than zero), is the LED brighter? For the ‘on’ range of data, again, evaluate 
whether a linear model is valid using the correlation coefficient calculation in Matlab. 

 
Figure A-6: Two Source Circuit 

 
• Implement the two source circuit shown in Figure A-6. Set V3 to 1V. Before making any measurements, do 

you think the diode will be on or off? Explain why you picked your answer. (You will not lose points in the 
lab for guessing wrong.) 

• For V3 = 1V, assume that the diode is off (an open circuit) and calculate (by hand) the voltages across R1 
and R2 (this circuit should be familiar). Use the voltage difference concept to find the anode to cathode 
voltage across the diode. If it is less than VTurn-on, then guessing that the diode is off is correct. Otherwise, the 
guess is incorrect and the diode is on. 

• For V3 = 1V, assume that the diode is on (a voltage source of VTurn-on) and determine the voltage at node A 
(by hand). Use that voltage to calculate (by hand) the currents through R1 and R2, including direction. Apply 
KCL to find the current through the diode, including direction. If current is flowing from the anode to cathode, 
then the guess is correct and the diode is on. If current is flowing from the cathode to the anode, the guess is 
incorrect and the diode is off. 

• Based on your above two calculations, is the diode on or off 
• With V3 = 1V and V2 = 3V, experimentally measure the voltage across R2 and R1. Determine the currents 

through the resistors, including the direction of the current. Remember, current always flows from a high 
voltage to a lower voltage. Find the voltage across the diode 

• Using Ohm’s Law and KCL, determine the current through all the components, including direction. Use the 
DC power expression, P = VI, to determine the power produced and the power consumed. Is the power 
produced equal to the power consumed? 

• Repeat all of the above for V3 = 3V. 
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Part B – Real Diodes 
 
Background 
 
The linear model for diodes is very useful, though, in some applications we need to use a more accurate relationship 
between the current and voltage of a diode (the I-V curve). An exponential relationship exists and can be written as 

1th

VD
nV

D SI I e= −   

where ID and VD are the diode current and voltage, respectively. 
IS is the reverse saturation current, typically a very small number (< 1nA) 
Vth is the thermal voltage, ~26mV at room temperature 
n is the ideality factor, a value used to account for different semiconductor properties 
 
Experiment 

 
Figure B-1: Two Diode Circuit 

 
One of the reasons we need to use a more sophisticated model involves circuits with two diodes. If we model the 
diodes as open circuits (off) or voltage sources (on), it doesn’t explain why current flows through diode D2 when 
diode D1 is on. 

• Implement the above circuit with 1N914 diodes and measure the voltages across all the components. Use 
Ohm’s Law to determine the current through the resistors, apply KCL and find the current through both 
diodes. As mentioned above, if we replace both diodes by a VTurn-on, the current through diode D2 and resistor 
R2 should be zero (prove this to yourself). The ideal diode model is not valid and we need to use the 
exponential model at the top of the page. 

 
We can experimentally find the exponential I-V curve using the Figure A-4 circuit (redrawn below).  

• Set Channel A source to a triangle wave that varies from 0V to 4V. Choose a source frequency of 200 Hz. 
Measure the voltage across the diode (using math channel CA V – CB V) and resistor (CB V).  
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Once you have at least two time periods of diode and resistor voltages being displayed on the Oscilloscope, 
follow these steps to sketch the I-V characteristics. 
1. Click on X-Y plot option in Alice Desktop.  
2. This should bring up “X-Y Plot” window on which you can sketch one measurement versus 

another measurement.  
3. Choose Math for X-Axis. This will set the diode voltage as your horizontal axis.  
4. Choose CB-V for Y-Axis. This will set the resistor voltage as your Y-Axis. The resistor 

current is CB-V/100 and is the same as the diode current (series elements). Since we are 
interested in observing the exponential relationship, using a value 100 times large for the 
y-axis should just be a scaling issue and will not change the shape of the current-voltage 
characteristics of the diode.   

5. Take a screenshot of X-Y plot and include in report.  
 
 

 
 


